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Executive Summary  

The methodologies developed in T5.3 and 5.4 for degradation monitoring and damage 
assessment need to be operationalized for the entire RI corridor. This includes an effective 
regular monitoring of all relevant RI elements (road surface, bridges, adjacent slopes, etc.), 
and in addition to the open sections also (semi-)enclosed sections such as tunnels, avalanche 
galleries, etc. In this task, a comprehensive methodology will be developed that allows the 
routine detection, characterization and quantification of the flaws/degradation forms and 
damage types identified in T5.1 and incorporate existing procedures from projects AEROBI 
and ROBOSPECT (bridge and tunnel damage monitoring, respectively). The goal here is to 
deliver an operational system that (i) ensures seamless monitoring and damage detection 
capability between open and closed transport sections, and (ii) builds on sensor-based 
solutions that are optimized to the specific corridor/damage type combination. 
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1 Introduction  

A transport corridor is a generally linear area that is defined by one or more modes of 

transportation like highways, railroads or public transit which share a common course. 

Development often occurs around transportation corridors because they carry so many people, 

creating linear agglomerations or the linear form of many neighbourhood retail areas. A recent 

review and meta-analysis on contucting research over transport corridors indicates several 

beneficial outcomes, including an improved economic welfare [1]. 

In this deliverable a comprehensive RI monitoring and damage assessment scheme is 

presented. The proposed approaches were based on optimized use of multi-sensor information 

and address both open and enclosed road elements. Suggestions focus in equal measure on the 

development of novel approaches to detect road degradation and damage and routine 

operationality. The analysis in the following lines considers the following factors: 

1. Monitoring levels: i.e. a categoriazation of RI elements allowing for differentiation 

among the applyied techniques 

2. Type of employed sensors: what is the source of available information and which are 

the related limitations 

3. Decision making models: this includes every machine learning approach that has been 

tested on RI data, and supports PANOPTIS goals 

Cost of the application: the main tasks can be carried out using low cost RGB sensors and 

open source software (Python libraries). Utilization of other sources (e.g. LiDAR) is limited as 

much as possible 

1.1 Purpose of the document 

Deliverable 5.6, titled: “Comprehensive sensor-based road corridors monitoring scheme” is 

the outcome of Task 5.5, i.e.development of an operational RI corridor monitoring procedure. 

As described in GA, the methodologies developed in T5.3 and 5.4 for degradation monitoring 

and damage assessment need to be operationalised for the entire RI corridor.  

This includes an effective regular monitoring of all relevant RI elements (road surface, 

bridges, adjacent slopes, etc.), and in addition to the open sections also (semi-)enclosed sections 

such as tunnels, avalanche galleries, etc. In this task, a comprehensive methodology will be 

developed that allows the routine detection, characterization and quantification of the 

flaws/degradation forms and damage types identified in T5.1, and incorporate existing 

procedures from projects AEROBI and ROBOSPECT (bridge and tunnel damage monitoring, 

respectively). 

The goal here is to deliver an operational system that (i) ensures seamless monitoring and 

damage detection capability between open and closed transport sections, and (ii) builds on 

sensor-based solutions that are optimized to the specific corridor/damage type combination. 

1.2 Interrelations 

This deliverable is build upon the outcomes described in all the previous WP5 deliverables, 

including: 

1. D5.1Conceptual framework for remote sensing based RI monitoring. This deliverable 

provided a detailed concept of how the 4 types of remote sensing, including a variety of 

sensors, can be used optimally for routine monitoring of RI, as well as post-event 

response and damage mapping.  
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2. D5.3Methodology for routine RI monitoring with multi-type remote sensing. This 

deliverable provided an idea on how we will address all identified types of RI 

degradation. 

3. D5.4 Novel methodologies for damage detection and assessment along the road corridor 

and a surrounding disaster affected area, using multi-source remote sensing data. This  

deliverable described new methods to be developed, which focus on novel computer 

vision and ML methods, including the combined analysis of data from vehicle-/airborne 

sensors. 

Except from the above, the output of PANOPTIS D2.1 “End user needs and practices” 

serves as the guiding principle while writing this document. D2.1 details the monitoring 

practices of the PANOPTIS end users. More importantly, it lists specific hazards, disasters and 

common sources of degradation that push the current monitoring practices to its limitations. It 

therefore directly informs the limitations and challenges which the monitoring framework in 

PANOPTIS should overcome, such that PANOPTIS can facilitate the daily work procedures 

of the end users. 

1.3 An overview of the addressed topics 

The road corridor is divided into three distinct monitoring levels: A) the road surface, B) 

adjacent RI objects and C) adjacent RI areas. shows the delineation of these levels. The shape 

and orientation of objects within each level is generally distinctively different. Their shape and 

orientation determine largely what type of monitoring platform can be used to monitor objects 

within the level effectively.  

  
Figure 1: Different monitoring levels in the road corridor. Red= main RI, Blue=Elements of interest 

within the road corridor, Green=Surrounding areas. 

Road surfaces are flat areas, oriented horizontally and have a width that is specific for road 

surfaces. Adjacent RI objects include traffic lights/signs, guardrails, road markings, 

overpasses, bridges, and tunnels. They can be oriented either vertically or horizontally. The 

shape of RI objects is a mixture of pole objects, areas, or rectangular volumes. Areas adjacent 

to the RI are usually flat and oriented horizontally. Monitoring information on all three 

elements leads to a holistic monitoring framework and, thus, are considered within PANOPTIS 

research scope. Table 1 provides analytical details on all the related road corridor elements. 
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Road corridor 

element 
Object Shape Orientation 

A) Road surface  Pavement  Continuous rectangular area  

• Length: several Km  

• Width: several m  

(dependent on nr of lanes)  

Horizontal  

 Road markings  Interrupted rectangular area  

• Length: several cm  

• Width: several cm  

Horizontal  

B) Adjacent RI 

elements  

 

Traffic 

lights/signs  

Pole like + Irregular area  

• Height pole: several m  

• Surface area: m2  

Pole: Vertical  

Area: vertical  

 Guardrails  Rectangular volume  

• Length: several m - Km  

• Width: several m  

Horizontal in length  

Vertical in width  

 Overpasses  Area + pillars or rectangular 

volumes  

• Surface area: m2  

Length pile or rectangular 

elements: several m  

• Width pole or rectangular 

elements: several m  

Area: horizontal  

Pillar or rectangular 

volumes: vertical  

 Bridges  Area + pillars or rectangular 

volumes  

• Surface Area: m2  

Length pile or rectangular 

elements: several m  

• Width pole or rectangular 

elements: several m  

Area: horizontal  

Pillar or rectangular 

volumes: vertical  

 Slopes  Area  

• Length: several m- Km  

• Width: several m – Km  

• Area: m2 – km2  

Slanted vertically  

 Vegetation  Volume  

• Height: several m  

Vertical  

C) Adjacent RI 

areas  

 

Land-use/ 

Land-cover 

areas  

Area  

• Length: several Km  

• Width: several Km  

• Areas: m2 – Km2  

Horizontal  

Table 1: Shape and orientation of objects inside the three road corridor levels. 

Given a set of objects to be considered for inspection, someone should focus on the raw data 

provision, i.e., what type of sensors should be employed to get reliable data, able to support 

extensive analysis, without compromises on quality, acquisition times or equipment cost. 

Nowadays, various imaging systems can fulfill all the above requirements. Most cameras are 

sensitive only to visible light wavelengths (~350–750 μm) recorded as red, green, and blue 

(RGB) values resulting in a digital photo (e.g. JPEGs). Depending on the application, someone 

could use multiple bands (e.g. multispectral or hyperspectral, thermal or near infrared sensors, 

LiDAR, etc.) At any case, such sensors have typically a greater cost or provide lower 

resolution. 
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Obtained data from optical sensors may contain information significant to the user. 

However, it is not feasible for the user to process large quantities of raw data (images) 

originating from kilometer long road infrastructures. At this point machine learning approaches 

can be extremely beneficial. Deep learning approaches appear to be an extremely good to use 

candidate in cases where we have large quantities of available images, since they can support 

a robust cognitive situational analysis. Practically speaking, we will deliver decision support 

systems capable to indicate various defects to the uses, allowing them to focus on emergency 

situations. 

The proposed approaches have been tested on various datasets. Nevertheless, 

parameterization is expected, depending on the deployment territory. In Panoptis project there 

are two main evaluation territories: one in Spain and another in Greece. 

 Acciona Construccíon carries out management and maintenance of the highway between 

Madrid and Barcelona in the province Guadalajara. Long and severe winters and long, dry and 

hot summers can cause extreme temperature changes. Therefore, Acciona acquired PANOPTIS 

in order to support in winter situations either with snow alarm or finding smart ways to allocate 

de-icing material. For instance, a road surface temperature map supported the Vulnerability 

modules in determining the optimal distribution of de-icing material. Several specific slopes at 

risk of erosion or instability had been identified and small signs of erosion (<20 cm) had been 

observed. Therefore, a landslide alarm would warn road operators of emerging hazards. The 

PANOPTIS monitoring system modelled the slope in 3D to solve this problem. The 

PANOPTIS monitoring system also produced road surface degradation information to support 

road surface health analysis. Acciona would like to monitor the corrosion of a specific 

underpass. The PANOPTIS monitoring tool aims to support this desire with machine learning 

methods. Finally, Acciona desires a tool that shows the meteorological effects on the 

infrastructure. 

The demo-site is already equipped with monitoring tools. These include inductive loops for 

traffic intensity measurements, 19 closed circuit television (CCTV) for traffic management, 

three fixed weather stations and one mobile (attached to the service vehicle) weather station 

that measure variables such as temperatures, humidity, atmospheric pressure, etc. and a 

communication network (4 nodes that are linked to the traffic control centre). In addition to 

these tools, new tools will be installed and acquired. These include additional micro-weather 

stations, fix camera to monitor slope erosion, corrosion sensors at reinforced concrete 

infrastructure, and a 360-degree camera (Garmin VIRB6). 

The Greek pilot site covers a 62 km stretch of the A2 (Egnatia Odos) highway near the city 

of Metsovo. Around 10,000 and 7,000 vehicles traverse the A2 highway daily in summer and 

winter, respectively. It runs from the west coast of Greece to the east border with Turkey. The 

highway is owned and maintained by Egnatia Odos A. E. Revenue is generated by the use of 

toll stations. The highway runs through a Continental-Mediterranean climate. It experiences 

long and severe winters and long, dry and hot summers. On average, the Egnatia Odos highway 

experiences 5 months of frosty conditions. This affects the roads surface, bridges, and tunnels. 

Moreover, Egnatia Odos has recognized 10 active landslides. Additionally, bridges and tunnels 

are generally well designed to withstand seismic events. However, problems arise from 

material that drops down from the entrance and exits of tunnels. This material blocks entrance 

to these tunnels and hinders traffic. 

 Egnatia Odos has identified several points of interest that they would like to have support 

from PANOPTIS. These include the monitoring of cracks on concrete structures, monitoring 

of one treated and one untreated active landslide and the monitoring of drainage tunnels. 
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Inside Metsovo bridge, cracks on concrete have been found. Moreover, no easy method 

exists to locate cracks underneath the deck of bridges. The PANOPTIS monitoring framework 

aims to support crack detection on concrete structures by using UAVs, which can observe 

bridges outside line of sight, and by applying machine-learning methodologies. One active 

landslide has been treated by placing counterweight material against the slope, and by creating 

a drainage tunnel on the other side. The PANOPTIS monitoring framework supports the 

monitoring of the slopes by creating volume maps. The drainage tunnel can be blocked by 

debris or vegetation, which corrupts the mitigating effects of the drainage tunnel. To support 

monitoring operations of the drainage tunnel, the PANOPTIS monitoring system aims to map 

vegetation and volume changes using 3D maps and vegetation maps. 

This deliverable is organized as follows: a) Section 2 describes the sensors utilized for the 

raw data provision. b) Section 3 provides details on the developed deep learning approaches, 

which support a cognitive situational analysis. c) Section 4 refers to the UAV's and the user 

control capabilities over them. d) Section 5 concludes this deliverable. 
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2 Raw data provision 

2.1 Fixed optical sensors 

Fixed optical sensor refer to closed-circuit television (CCTV), commonly known as video 

surveillance. Images or, more accurately, video stream broadcasts are usually transmitted to a 

limited (closed) number of monitors. The cameras may be of any type (most of the time RGB) 

and provide a variety of resolutions and angles. Depending on the application scenario we may 

have few sensors to hundreds of them. 

2.2 Mobile mappers & transportable units  

Inspection vehicles or so-called Mobile Mappers (MM) are equipped with a traverse laser 

profiler which estimates the distance to the road surface by measuring the time it takes for the 

emitted laser signal to return to the profiler. State of the art commercial solutions are the 

Automatic Road Analyser (ARAN) and Laser Crack Measurement System (LCMS). When the 

profiler samples a low number of points, there is a risk of missing local minima or maxima. 

This makes identifying damages difficult since the profile is not detailed enough. Yet ARAN 

and LCMS use a dual laser system that significantly reduces the chance of missing local 

minima or maxima. Even though, degradation may be angled or non-perpendicular to the 

profiles.  

Therefore, the risk of missing the local minima or maxima remains. The LCMS samples 

4000 points along the traverse profile. Using triangulation, they can profile the roads surface 

in 3D in high resolutions. The LCMS reaches horizontal and vertical resolutions of 1 mm and 

0.25 mm respectively. Using 3D processing they can overlay images with the observed 

damages. The diversity of damages they can detect is large: cracking -including width, height 

and length-, rutting, raveling, potholes and road markings. Additionally, they can calculate the 

roughness of roads, the International Roughness Index (IRI). 

Except from the approaches above there is the possibility of mounting a dashcam. This is 

an ideal scenario since it is low cost, easily integrated to any vehicle and provides extremely 

fast detections but cannot be as accurate as ARAN or LCMS. Further details can be found in 

section 3.3. The utilization of LiDAR sensors is also considered. A transportable unit may carry 

scanning equipment (as in Figure 2). Such sensors can provide highly detailed point clouds as 

in Figure 3. 
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Figure 2: The Trimble SX10 scanning total station, which combines surveying, imaging and high 

speed 3D scanning. 

 

 

Figure 3: An example of what a scanning station can provide. 

2.3 Satellites 

Satellite imagery are usually provided in different processing levels. The most rudimentary 

product used for PANOPTIS requires orthorectification. Orthorectification is the process of 

correcting and aligning the image for the tilt in imagery and the relief in terrain such that objects 

on the ground are correctly displayed according to their position on the ground. 

Orthorectification requires a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and Rational Polynomial 

Coefficients (RPC’s) model. A suitable DEM can usually be found on open-source platforms 

such as the EU platform Copernicus. The image vendor usually provides the RPC model. Using 

Geographic Information System (GIS) software such as ArcMap, this process is usually 

uncomplicated. 

More complicated is the process of aligning several satellite images such that objects on the 

ground are located at the same coordinates in all images. This process is called georectification. 

Images might be mismatched due to a difference in incidence angle (angle of satellite sensor 

compared to nadir) or due to the quality of the satellite image. 

Satellite imagery can be used to create Land Use and Land Cover (LULC) classification 

maps, describing what activities take place on the ground. Satellite imagery can also inform on 

what activities are taking place on areas adjacent to the main road infrastructure. The type of 

activity is informative to the end-user in different aspects. LULC maps can provide a holistic 

and informative overview of the area to the road operators and end-users. 
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2.4 UAVs 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are aircraft systems that flown autonomously via 

autopilot or remotely. If needed, the human pilot can take-over the control in an autonomous 

flight. UAVs offer higher spatial resolution images than satellites or airplanes since they can 

fly in low heights. Moreover, UAVs’ cost start from 100 Euros, making them the cheapest 

solution. In Addition, UAVs can reach locations that are difficult to inspect infrastructures such 

as bridges or slopes. Depending on the type and maximum take-off weight of the UAV, they 

can carry a big variety of sensors. More details can be found in “D5.1 – Conceptual framework 

for remote sensing-based RI monitoring” in PANOPTIS site.  

Conventional UAV types are not ideal for monitoring different road corridor elements. 

Fixed wings conventional UAV fly faster and thus longer distances. This makes them ideal for 

long roads. However, they cannot navigate around object, making them incapable for bridges, 

slopes, or overpasses. Moreover, they have limited payloads so heavier sensors such as multi-

channel cannot be used. Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL) UAVs have multiple rotors 

attached so they can take-off or land vertically. VTOLs can hover and move vertically, 

covering all the disadvantages of fixed wings UAV. However, VTOLs have limited flight time. 

Most of them are powered by batteries allowing less than 30 minutes flights. 

Hybrid UAV have the advantages of both types presented above. In particular, hybrid UAVs 

can fly long distances, take-off and land vertically, and acquire multi-view imagery of an object 

when needed. However, they have similar limited payloads as fixed wings drones. Finally, 

hybrid and conventional UAVs obey the same legal limitations. 

In PANOPTIS, the DeltaQuads UAV has been selected as the main proxy for such tasks. 

The technical specifications and functional limitations are shown in the following table. 

Technical specifications Functional limitations 

Wingspan 

Length 

Cruise speed 

Sensor  

Flight control 

235 cm 

90 cm 

60 km/h 

Sensefly S.O.D.A camera (20MP) 

PX4 Professional Autopilot 

MTOW1 

Temp. range 

Max. payload 

Max. flight time 

Min. transition wind speed 

Weather 

6 kg 

-20 to 40 ℃ 

1 kg 

110 min 

33 km/h 

Drizzle 

Table 2: DeltaQuads technical specifications and functional limitations.  

 
1 Maximum Take Off Weight  
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3 Cognitive situational analysis 

Provided data, in any form (e.g., images, videos, point clouds, etc.), contain valuable 

information that should be assessed. The EYE-D modules get these raw data and generate 

information regarding a) general situation status, b) corrosion identification, c) road defect 

detection, d) outlier estimation, and, if required, e) car density estimation.  Additional 

capabilities include: crack identification in tunnel surfaces, similar as applied in ROBO-SPECT 

project or density estimation, using optical sensors. All approaches are based on deep learning 

methods. 

Deep learning allows computational models of multiple processing layers to learn and 

represent data with multiple levels of abstraction mimicking how the brain perceives and 

understands multimodal information, thus implicitly capturing intricate structures of large‐

scale data. Deep learning is a rich family of methods, encompassing neural networks, 

hierarchical probabilistic models, and a variety of unsupervised and supervised feature learning 

algorithms. The recent surge of interest in deep learning methods is due to the fact that they 

have been shown to outperform previous state-of-the-art techniques in several tasks, as well as 

the abundance of complex data from different sources (e.g., visual, audio, medical, social, 

sensor, etc.) [2]. 

 

Figure 4. Illustrating the proposed cognitive situational analysis. 

Figure 4 demonstrates the flowchart of the proposed cognitive analysis approach. At first, 

we get the data using any available sensor. Then, a general detector (described in the following 

section) is applied. Depending on the analysis outcomes as secondary detector may be used 

(e.g. road defect detection, as in section 3.3). All the discussed models are developed using 

open-source tools: Python and TensorFlow library. One main advantage is that models can be 

retrained, offline, at any time. This allows for undisputed operation and fast upgrades. All of 

the proposed models can operate on typical desktop/laptop PCs, since there are no requirements 

on specific hardware.  
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3.1 General disruptions 

A transport corridor may show signs of degradation in response to many different 

environmental processes. This ranges from physical effects on the surface material due to 

extensive heat or cold exposure (cracking, buckling), instability or deformation due to scouring 

by rainwater, to the presence of loose rocks or scree on the road as a result of adjacent slope 

instability. At the same time, accidents involving human factors (e.g. crashes, fires) imply 

additional implicit or explicit adverse effects. Therefore, continuous monitoring is something 

essential for the viable operation of a RI [3]. The main inspection process is based on available 

information from multiple sources [4]–[6]. These sensors (of various types) are distributed 

through the RI network, ranging multiple square kilometers. 

The first step in this inspection process, employs the low-level detectors. These monitoring 

mechanisms include anomaly detection techniques, which will provide warnings for unusual 

or potentially suspicious activity [7]. A multi-class, multi-label CNN (mcmlCNN) is used to 

identify if specific event categories are observed over an image. In such an event, case-specific 

detectors start to operate over the same image frames and inform the operators about the 

situation. The mcmlCNN can operate at constant time intervals (e.g. every 10 minutes) or upon 

request. The request can be triggered either by the values of a weather station (or any other 

non-optical sensor) or by operators in the control room. 

Road accidents are caused by more than one factor such as the accident location, the road 

condition inclusive of road types and surface condition, driver’s behavior and also weather 

condition [8]. For instance, when an accident takes place during wet weather conditions, the 

impact of wet weather and the road condition together with the adequacy of road geometry 

design also need to be looked into besides the drivers’ factor itself. 

The impact of weather conditions on accident rates cannot be ignored. It is one of the most 

commonly used factors in the studies in our review of the literature, with variables including 

different meteorological aspects such as mean precipitation, hours of sunlight in a specific 

location, snowfall or temperature [9], [10]. 

Automated methods for visual inspection based on image processing and machine learning 

techniques have been applied in various infrastructure monitoring applications cases including 

roads [11], pavements [12], bridges [13] and tunnels [14]. In most cases, deep learning 

approaches serve as the core mechanism and in more specific scenarios, DL is coupled with 

knowledge-based post-heuristics, to boost the detection capabilities of the models, e.g. [15]. 

However, these approaches are narrowed to limited research, i.e. a handful of specific defects, 

and require significant effort for the parameterization and training process [2]. Also, depending 

on the application scenario, real-time detection is not feasible or generalization capabilities are 

limited [16]. What is currently lacking is a holistic approach, capable of first detect anomalies 

in the infrastructure and then to activate case-specific detectors. 

A CNN includes three types of neural layers, namely (i) convolutional layers, (ii) pooling 

layers, and (iii) fully connected layers. In the convolutional layers, CNN utilizes various 

kernels to convolve the whole image as well as the intermediate feature maps, generating 

various feature maps. The convolution operation has been proposed as a substitute for fully 

connected layers since they succeed faster learning times. Pooling layers mainly reduce the 

spatial dimensions (width x height) of the input volume for the next convolutional layer without 

affecting the depth dimension of the volume. This operation is called subsampling or down 

sampling, as the reduction of size leads to a simultaneous loss of information. However, the 

decrease in size leads to less computational overhead for the upcoming layers of the network, 

and it works against over-fitting. Following several convolutional and pooling layers, the high-
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level reasoning in the neural network is performed via fully connected layers. In fully 

connected layers, neurons relate to all activations of the previous layer. Therefore, their 

activations can be computed with a matrix multiplication followed by a bias offset. Fully 

connected layers eventually convert the 2D feature maps into a 1D feature vector. 

In a convolutional layer, each unit receives inputs from a set of neighbouring units belonging 

to the previous layer. This way neurons can extract elementary visual features such as edges or 

corners. These features are then combined by the subsequent convolutional layers in order to 

detect higher-order features. In multi-label CNN, a different formulation at the output layer is 

used in order to handle multiple possible labels. With the use of a sigmoid activation function, 

the probability of a class, 𝑐𝑗, 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛, is described as a Bernoulli distribution where: 

 𝑃(𝑐𝑗|𝑥𝑖) =
1

1 + exp(−𝑧𝑗)
 

In this case, the probabilities of each class are independent of the other class probabilities. 

Using a threshold value, i.e. 0.5, we have a multi-class, multi-label CNN (mcmlCNN). 

3.1.1 Categories to Identify 

Existing roadway design standards emphasize the efficient movement of vehicles through a 

transportation network [17]. Efficiency in this context may include identification of the shortest 

or fastest route [18], or the route that minimizes congestion [19]. It is the primary criterion on 

which road networks are modeled and design alternatives are considered [20]. Efficiency can 

be estimated as the average annual delay per peak period, while resilience is defined as the 

change in efficiency resulting from roadway disruptions [21]. 

Towards that direction, a set of categories directly related to the roadway disruptions have 

been identified. In our case, eight possible scenarios are considered namely: Animals, Debris, 

Defects, Fire, Fog, Flood, Human, and Snow. The effects of each of these categories are 

described below. 

Debris of various types. Debris flows are a dominant form of slope movement, which 

damage roadways, dam streams, and, occasionally, injure people. Such events appear 

frequently in mountainous terrains and can be triggered by various factors, including rainfall 

and earthquakes. The probability of debris flow occurrence increases with human-induced 

factors such as cutting of natural slopes for roadways, hiking trails, cabins, parking lots, 

housing and other infrastructure development [22]. There are various systems that can be used 

to alleviate/prevent landslides’ effects [23]. 

Road defects. Deterioration and defects on pavement lead to skidding, driving off tracks, 

improper maneuvering to avoid the road defects and also prolonged driver braking distance 

which needs serious attention by traffic authorities. Besides that, poor surface macrotexture 

and microtexture could lead to hydroplaning and inconsistency tyre pavement contact and also 

reduction in tyre gripping the pavement which eventually causes accidents [24]. Any of the 

following applies to the specific category: roughness, rutting (deformation), potholes, and 

damaged lanes. 

Fires. Climate change has contributed to increased drought and heatwaves, fueling these 

fire events all over the world. Until the 26th of August 2017, the European Forest Fire 

Information System (EFFIS) counted 547,812 hectares affected by fires within the European 

Union - 60% more than the average between 2008 and 2016. Remote fire detection by means 

of electronic devices and from high altitudes has become the main way to detect and monitor 

fires [25].  
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Fog. Several studies underline that the driver’s decision-making process is a crucial factor 

in driving behavior [26], [27]. Since the majority of information derives from the driver’s visual 

perception, fog hides serious dangers that are associated with safety hazards for vehicles and 

temporary traffic disruptions. This is mainly due to the fact that fog tends to deform objects’ 

colors and decrease their contrast [28]. Furthermore, when foggy weather conditions are 

observed, even drivers being more cautious are not able to evaluate road surface conditions and 

the driving dangers are increased, especially in complex S-curved road segments [29]. 

Flooded areas. Flash flooding is considered one of the most dangerous natural hazards, in 

terms of human losses. The rapidness and suddenness of this hydrometeorological phenomenon 

make it hardly predictable and decreases the efficiency of rescue operations and the available 

time for people to protect themselves and to adapt their daily activities and mobility behaviors. 

Therefore, several vehicle-related accidents occur during flash floods. Death circumstances 

investigations showed that in post-industrial countries over half of the flood victims are 

motorists trapped by road flooding [30]. Hence, daily mobility is pointed out as one of the 

primary causes of population exposure and vulnerability to flash floods [31]. 

3.1.2 Assessing model’s detection capabilities 

The objective is the creation of a generalized deep model for continuous monitoring of road 

infrastructures, which is able to accurately handle various scenarios. To this end, the dataset 

contains images, from heterogeneous sources (UAVs, cellphones, DSLR and CCTV cameras) 

of several resolutions, ranging from 259x194 to 5760x3840. The training data consist of 3000 

images, of which 80% is used for training and the remaining 20% for validation. Images were 

collected using online sources. 

A second dataset of 100 images is used exclusively for testing purposes (see Fig. 1 and 4). 

Moreover, images vary in terms of illumination conditions (e.g. overexposure, underexposure), 

weather (e.g. sunny, rainy, cloudy, windy, foggy, snowy, stormy), built landscapes (e.g. 

highways, cities, rural areas, small towns), season of the year and time of the day. Panoptis 

project engineers manually annotated all images of the dataset. 

Let us assume 𝑉, as a multi-label dataset, consisted of 𝑁 RGB images 𝐼𝑗 ∈ ℝ𝑤𝑗×ℎ𝑗×3, of 

size 𝑤𝑗 × ℎ𝑗, with ground truth-labels 𝐿𝑗 ∈ ℤ2
8, 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑁. Also, let us denote by 𝑀 a multi-

label classifier and 𝑌𝑗 = 𝑀(𝐼𝑗), the predicted outputs for each image 𝐼𝑗, based on a classification 

vector 𝑝𝑗 ∈ ℝ8 with values the probabilities of each class, as depicted in Figure 5. Thus, in 

order to evaluate 𝑀 on 𝑉, the evaluation metrics are defined as follows: 

𝐴𝑐𝑐(𝑀, 𝑉) =  
1

𝑁
∑

|𝐿𝑗 ∩ 𝑌𝑗|

|𝐿𝑗 ∪ 𝑌𝑗|

𝑁

𝑗=1
 

𝑃𝑟(𝑀, 𝑉) =  
1

𝑁
∑

|𝐿𝑗 ∩ 𝑌𝑗|

|𝑌𝑗|

𝑁

𝑗=1
 

𝑅𝑒(𝑀, 𝑉) =  
1

𝑁
∑

|𝐿𝑗 ∩ 𝑌𝑗|

|𝐿𝑗|

𝑁

𝑗=1
 

𝐹1(𝑀, 𝑉) = 2 ∙  
𝑃𝑟 (𝑀, 𝑉) ∙ 𝑅𝑒(𝑀, 𝑉)

𝑃𝑟(𝑀, 𝑉) + 𝑅𝑒(𝑀, 𝑉)
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(a) Fire and Human 

detected 

 

(b) Fire, Debris and Human 

detected 

 

(c) Flood and Debris 

detected 

 

(d) Snow and Fog detected 

 

(e) Defects and Fog 

detected 

 

(f) Flood and Human 

detected 

Figure 5: Images with more than one class labels that are applied by the mcmlCNN with high 

confidence. 

Figure 6 visualizes the comparative accuracy and F1 score results, for the eight predicted 

classes. The class “flood” produced the highest accuracy (0.99) and F1 score (0.97). In contrast, 

the class “debris” produced the lowest scores (0.92 and 0.80 respectively), mainly due to its 

morphological difficulties (i.e. downscaling of images may result in loss of information of 

small branches’ and loose rocks’ attributes, unlike other classes like flood and fire whose 

characteristics are easier to distinguish). 

Figure 7 illustrates the precision and recall classification scores for each examined scenario. 

Particularly, “fire” and “flood” classes achieved the highest precision and recall scores 

respectively (0.99 each), whereas “fog” was found to have the lowest precision (0.82) and 

“debris” the lowest recall (0.74). 
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Figure 6: Per-class classification Accuracy and F1 score of the mcmlCNN. 

 

 

Figure 7: Per-class classification Precision and Recall of the mcmlCNN. 

In conclusion, the employed detection methodology can identify debris, road defects, fire, 

fog, flooded areas, snow and, as a bonus, if required in the future, humans and animals. All 

these categories are strongly related to the efficient movement of vehicles through a 

transportation network. Possible detections indicate roadway disruptions of various types. 

Therefore, they should be detected as fast as possible. Experimental results indicate that the 

proposed scheme presents high detection results and, thus, can be used in any motorway 

monitoring process. 

3.2 Rust detection 

Metal constructions are widely used in transportation infrastructures, including bridges, 

highways, and tunnels. Rust and corrosion may result in severe problems in safety. Hence, 

metal defect detection is a major challenge in civil engineering to achieve quick, effective but 

also safe inspection, assessment and maintenance of the infrastructure [32] and deal with 
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materials’ deterioration phenomena that derive from several factors, such as climate change, 

weather events and ageing. 

Current approaches in image analysis for detecting defects are through bounding boxes 

placed around defected areas to assist engineers to rapidly focus on damages [15], [33]–[35]. 

Such approaches, however, are not adequate for a structural analysis since several metrics (e.g. 

area, aspect ratio, maximum distance) are required to assess the defect status. Thus, we need a 

more precise pixel-level classification which can also trigger the novel ideas in construction of 

prefabrication [36]. Prefabrication allows components to be built outside the infrastructure, 

decreasing maintenance cost and time, and improving traffic flows and working risks. 

Additionally, real-time classification response is necessary to achieve fast inspection of the 

critical infrastructure, especially on large-scale structures. Finally, a small number of training 

samples is available, due to the fact that specific traffic arrangements, specialized equipment 

and extra manpower are required, increasing the cost dramatically. 

Most approaches is rust detection research field employ conventional deep models, such as 

CNNs, which require a large number of annotated data [37], [38]. In our case, such a collection 

is an arduous task since the annotation should be carried out at pixel level by experts. For this 

reason, most of existing methods estimate the defected regions through boundary boxes. In 

addition, the computational complexity of the above methods is high, a crucial factor when 

inspecting large-scale infrastructures.   

To address these constraints, we exploit alternative approaches in deep learning proposed 

for semantic segmentation but for applications different than defect detection in transportation 

networks such as Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) [39], U-Nets [40] and Mask R-CNN 

[41]. The efficiency of the specific methods has been already verified in medical imaging (e.g. 

brain tumour and COVID-19 symptoms detection) [42]–[44]. 

 

Figure 8: An overview of the methodology flowchart. 

3.2.1 Overall architecture structure 

We apply three semantic segmentation-oriented deep models (FCN, U-Net and Mask R-

CNN) to detect corrosion in metal structures since they perform more efficiently than 

traditional deep models. However, the masks derived are still inadequate for structural analysis 

and prefabrication because salient parts of a defected region, especially at the contours, are 

misclassified. Thus, a detailed, pixel-based mask should be extracted so that civil engineers 

can take precise measurements on it.  

To overcome this problem, we combine through projection the results of color segmentation, 

which yields accurate contours but over-segmented regions, with a processed area of the deep 

masks (through morphological operators), which indicate only high confident pixels of a 

defected area. The projection merges color segments belonging to a damaged area improving 

pixel-based classification accuracy. Experimental results on real-life corroded images, prove 
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the outperformance of the proposed scheme than using segmentation-oriented deep networks 

or traditional deep models. 

Let 𝐼 an RGB image of size 𝑤 × ℎ. Our problem involves a traditional binary classification: 

areas with intense corrosion grades (rust grade categories B, C and D) and areas of no or minor 

corrosion (category A). The rust grade categories stem from the standard ISO 8501-1 of civil 

engineering and are depicted in Figure 9. 

Figure 8 depicts the overall architecture of our approach. The RGB images are fed as inputs 

to the FCN, U-Net and Mask R-CNN deep models to carry out the semantic segmentation. 

Despite the effectiveness of these networks, inaccuracies still appear on the contours of the 

detected objects. Although these errors are small, when one measures them as a percentage of 

the total corroded region, they are very important for structural analysis and prefabrication. 

To increase pixel-level accuracy of the derived masks, we combine color segmentation with 

the regions of the deep models. Color segmentation precisely localizes the contours of an 

object, but over-segments it into multiple color areas. Instead, the masks of the deep networks 

correctly localize the defects, but fail to accurately segment the boundaries. Therefore, we 

shrink the masks of the deep models to find out the most confident regions, i.e., pixels 

indicating a defect with high probability. This is done through an erosion morphological 

operator applied on the initial detections.  

We also morphologically dilate the deep model regions to localize vague areas which we 

need to decide in what region they belong to. On that extended mask, we apply the watershed 

segmentation to generate color segments. Finally, we project the results of the color 

segmentation onto the high confident regions to merge together different color clusters of the 

same corrosion. 

 

(a) Type A 

 

(b) Type B 
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(c) Type C 

 

(d) Type D 

Figure 9: Representative image examples of various rust grades. 

3.2.2 Deep semantic segmentation models 

Three types of deep networks are applied to obtain the semantic segments. The first is a 

Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) [39] which does not have any fully-connected layers, 

reducing the loss of spatial information and allowing faster computation. The second is a U-

Net built for medical imaging segmentation [40]. The architecture is heavily based on FCN, 

though they have some key differences: U-Net (i) is symmetrical by having multiple 

upsampling layers and (ii) uses skip connections that apply a concatenation operator instead of 

adding up. Finally, the third model is the Mask R-CNN [41], which extends the Faster R-CNN 

by using a FCN. This model is able to define bounding boxes around the corroded areas and 

then segments the rust inside the predicted boxes. 

To detect the defects, the models receive as input RGB data and generate, as outputs, binary 

masks, providing a pixel-level corrosion detection. However, the models fail to generate high 

fidelity annotations on a boundary level; contours over the detected regions fail to fully 

encapsulate the rusted regions of the object. As such, a region-growing approach, over these 

low confidence boundary regions, is applied to improve outcome's robustness and provide 

refined masks. For training the models, we use a dataset which have been built and annotated 

by civil engineers experts. 

3.2.3 Refined detection by projection - Fusion with a color segmentation 

The presence of inaccuracies in the contours of outputs of the aforementioned deep models 

is due to the multiple down/up-scaling processes within the convolutional layers of models. To 

refine the initially detected masks, the following steps are adopted: (i) Localizing a region of 

high-confident pixels to belong to a defect as a subset of the deep masked outputs. (ii) 

Localizing fuzzy regions which we cannot decide with confidence if they belong to a corroded 

area or not, through an extension of the deep output masks. (iii) Applying a color segmentation 

algorithm in the extended masks which contains both the fuzzy and the high-confident regions. 

(iv) Finally projecting the results of the color segmentation onto the high-confident area. The 

projection retains the accuracy in the contours (stemming from color segmentation) while 

merging different color segments of the same defect together. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 10: Illustrating the projection method. (a) Detected regions of interest (white). (b),(c) High 

confidence (green) and fuzzy regions (yellow). (c) Color segments (red) and the final refined contour 

(blue). 

3.2.4 Assessing framework’s detection capabilities 

The dataset is obtained from heterogeneous sources (DSLR cameras, UAVs, cellphones) 

and contains 116 images of various resolutions, ranging from 194 × 259 to 4248 × 2852.  All 

data have been collected under the framework of H2020 Panoptis project. For the dataset, 80% 

is used for training and validation, while the remaining 20% is for testing. Among the training 

data, 75% of them is used for training and the remaining 25% for validation. The images vary 

in terms of corrosion type, illumination conditions (e.g. overexposure, underexposure) and 

environmental landscapes (e.g. highways, rivers, structures). Furthermore, some images 

contain various types of occlusions, making detection more difficult. 

All images of the dataset were manually annotated by experts. Particularly, corrosion has 

been classified according to the ISO 8501-1 standard (see Figure 9): 

(i) Type A: Steel surface largely covered with adhering mill scale but little, if any, rust. 

(ii) Type B: Steel surface which has begun to rust and from which the mill scale has begun to 

flake. 

(iii) Type C: Steel surface on which the mill scale has rusted away or from which it can be 

scraped, but with slight pitting visible under normal vision. 

(iv) Type D: Steel surface on which the mill scale has rusted away and on which general pitting 

is visible under normal vision. 

A common case is the use of pretrained networks of specified topology. Generally, transfer 

learning techniques serve as starting points, allowing for fast initialization and minimal 

topological interventions. The FCN-8s variant [39], [45], served as the main detector for the 

FCN model. Additionally, the Mask R-CNN detector was based on Inception V2 [46], 

pretrained over COCO [47] dataset. On the other hand, U-Net was designed from scratch. The 

contracting part, of the adopted variation, had the following setup: Input → 2@Conv → Pool 

→ 2@Conv → Pool → 2@Conv → Drop → Pool, where 2@Conv denotes that two 

consecutive convolutions, of size 3 × 3, took place. Finally, for the decoder three 

corresponding upsampling layers were used. 
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Figure 11: Visual comparison of the deep models’ outputs, without applying boundary refinement. 

Figure 11 demonstrates two corroded images along with the respective ground truth 

annotation for all of the three deep models, without applying boundary refinement. In general, 

the results depict the semantic segmentation capabilities of the core models. Nevertheless, 

boundary regions are rather coarse. To refine these areas, we implement the color projection 

methodology as described in section 3.2.3 and visualized in Figure 12. In particular, it shows 

the defected regions before and after the boundary refinement (see the last two rows of Figure 

12). The corroded regions are illustrated in green for better clarification. 
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Figure 12: Boundary refinement outputs for specific areas. 

Objective results are depicted in Figure 13 using precision and F1-score. The proposed 

fusion method improves precision and slightly the F1-score. U-Net performs slightly better in 

terms of precision than the rest ones, while for F1-score all deep models yield almost the same 

performance. Investigating the time complexity, U-Net is the fastest approach, followed by 

FCN (1.79 times slower) and last is Mask R-CNN (18.25 times slower). Thus, even if Mask R-

CNN followed by boundary refinement performs better than the rest in terms of F1-score, it 

may not be used as the main detection mechanism due to the high execution times. 
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Figure 13: Comparative performance metrics in terms of precision (left) and F1-score (right), for the 

different deep models, before and after the boundary refinement. 

In conclusion, this projection/fusion exploits the results of deep models, which correctly 

identify the semantic area of a defect but fail on the boundaries, and a color segmentation 

algorithm which over-segments the defect into multiple color areas but retains contour 

accuracy. The deep models were FCN, U-Net and Mask R-CNN. Experimental results and 

comparisons on real datasets verify the out-performance of the proposed scheme, even for very 

tough image content of multiple types of defects. The performance is evaluated on a dataset 

annotated by engineer experts. Though the increase in accuracy is relatively small, the new 

defected areas can significantly improve structural analysis and prefabrication than other 

traditional methods. 

3.3 Road defect identification 

In recent years there has been considerable interest in damage detection of road surfaces 

using computer vision techniques. Although these applications are accurate, they solely focus 

on the absence or existence of a defect. This is insufficient (not acceptable) for PANOPTIS 

applied solutions, since the arisen road damages vary in terms of potential danger and 

maintenance work. Therefore, for a more timely, efficient and cost-effective upkeep solution, 

a multi-class detection method should be adopted, that is able to cope with various defects in 

the road network, such as potholes, cracks, bumps and white line blurs. 

Nowadays, easy and fast road damage detection is feasible by using on on-board cameras 

(dashcams) on vehicles. These cameras are able to scan the street from edge to edge and from 

a close distance with high precision, unlikely with other methods, such as UAVs and CCTV 

cameras. Moreover, they are low-cost and able to record videos in high frame rates and 

resolutions, thus maximizing the probability of locating road defects if any. 

3.3.1 Road damage types 

Table 3 summarizes the eight different road defect categories and their characteristics. 

Damages are firstly divided into cracks and corruptions. Then cracks are classified into linear 

and alligator (crocodile) types. Finally, linear cracks are separated into longitudinal and lateral, 

depending on their orientation. Although several works do not treat line blurring as a defect, in 

the present framework the risks arising from them are recognized and therefore, are treated as 

separate classes (D43 and D44).  
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It is also noted that rutting, bumps, potholes and separations are in reality different 

categories of defects. However, their visual differences are extremely difficult to determine and 

thus, are integrated into one class (D40). 

Damage Type Detail Class Name 

Crack 

Linear Crack 

Longitudinal 
Wheel mark part D00 

Construction joint part D01 

Lateral 
Equal interval D10 

Construction joint part D11 

Alligator Crack 
Partial pavement, overall 

pavement 
D20 

Other Corruption 

Rutting, bump, pothole, 

separation 
D40 

Crosswalk blur D43 

White line blur D44 

Table 3: Road damage types in the training dataset and their definitions [48]. 

As mentioned above, several works related to the detection of road damages have been 

presented in the literature. In particular, the method of [49] detects potholes, which are a subset 

of the D40 class (see Table 3). The method of [50] categorizes defects exclusively as 

longitudinal or lateral, whereas the work of [51] extends the classification as longitudinal, 

lateral or alligator. Moreover, the works of [52] and [53] solely focus on the absence or 

existence of a road defect, by using deep learning models. Other approaches exploit the CNN 

structure to detect cracks in concrete and steel infrastructures [54], [34] and railroad defects on 

metal surfaces [35]. Finally, it is underlined that in spite of the fact that the aforementioned 

studies show high accuracy, for a universal road defect detection it is essential to include a 

wider variety of damages, such as those presented in Table 3. 

3.3.2 Training process 

The training dataset was collected and annotated under the framework of [55]. More 

specifically, the dataset is composed of 9,053 RGB images in which 15,435 bounded boxes of 

various road damages were created according to Table 3. The frequency of each of the eight 

classes is depicted in Figure 14. Obviously, some of the aforementioned classes, such as the 

D40, can make traffic flow run less smoothly and more importantly hides more serious dangers 

than others. Consequently, road operators focus maintenance efforts on these cases, which is 

the main reason for having fewer instances for the specific damages. 
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Figure 14: Instances of each class label in the training dataset. 

The training dataset, which contains 9,053 images with a resolution of 600×600, comes from 

a smartphone installed on a car’s dashboard. Τhe camera was set to photograph the road every 

second. In this way, the existence of duplicate images as well as the loss of critical information 

in parts of the road, and hence potential defects, was avoided, given that the average speed of 

the car over the whole experiment is around 40 km/h. Furthermore, in order to simulate real-

world scenarios, the gathered images vary in terms of illumination conditions (e.g. 

overexposure, underexposure), weather conditions (e.g. sunny, rainy, cloudy) and built 

landscapes (e.g. highways, cities, rural areas, small towns). 

In the present application, between the state-of-the-art object detection techniques, the SSD 

framework using MobileNet is utilized [56], mainly due to the fact that it is able to show high 

accuracy, without CPU and memory overloading. Thus, the current application can be executed 

in low computational resource devices (i.e. smartphones). In terms of parameters, the weights 

were initialized with a truncated normal distribution with a standard deviation of 0.03, whereas 

the initial learning rate was 0.003, with a learning rate decay of 0.95 every 10,000 iterations 

[55]. The input images were resized from 600×600 to 300×300 pixels. The dataset was 

randomly divided into two parts: 80% was used for training purposes (7,240 images), while the 

remaining 20% was used for validation (1,813 images). Additionally, in the training process, 

the input images were randomly rotated horizontally with a probability of 0.5, for data 

augmentation purposes. 

3.3.3 Evaluation process 

In order to effectively detect road damages, it is essential to obtain 3D depth images. 

Obviously, in large road networks, this can be achieved only by using a dedicated vehicle with 

an installed camera. For the testing purposes, it is essential for the camera to shoot in high 

frame rates, since a certain frame may not be able to predict or localize an existing defect. This 

may be due to various reasons such as sensor focus problems or the sudden change in brightness 

(i.e. when entering or coming out of a tunnel). Additionally, the camera must shoot in high 

resolution with a wide-angle lens mounted, to increase the probabilities of detecting a defect, 

especially on the edges of the street. However, at the same time, the video resolution must not 

be extremely high, in order to reduce computational costs (i.e. to improve the efficiency of real-

time defect detection models). Consequently, in our case, the camera was set to shoot at 24 

frames per second with a resolution of 1280×720 pixels and a wide-angle lens mounted, to 

cover the entire road from edge to edge at short time intervals. 
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In a given image the above-mentioned trained deep learning model is able to provide 

bounding boxes that determine the x and y coordinates of an existing defect and its 

corresponding probability, which denotes the confidence level of the prediction. Therefore, all 

the frames of the test video streams are extracted as RGB images, in order to serve as inputs to 

the SSD MobileNet model. In the present application, each prediction with a probability of 

over 30% is considered damage (see Figure 19 - Figure 22). 

3.3.4 Background subtraction 

The main obstacle that arose during the evaluation process was the inability of the deep 

model to distinguish the visual differences of the road surface, in comparison with the general 

background of the image. Hence, in several cases, we observed numerous false positive 

detections, which were not located in the street, but in the broader context of the image. For 

instance, a cloud in the sky can be confused with a blurred line and a shadow on the hood of 

the car with a linear crack. More specifically Fig. 15 - 18 illustrate frames that are extracted 

from the test videos, in which the classifier predicted as defects various background objects (in 

corresponding order: a street light, a tree, the car’s dashboard, a road sign, and a truck). 

It is therefore mandatory to adopt a background substruction technique, through which the 

deep model will be able to focus on the foreground scene, which in our case is the road surface. 

Since the camera has a fixed position on the car’s dashboard, a smaller frame can be extracted 

from all images that focus on the street without including any other misleading context, such 

as i.e. the hood of the car and the sky (it is however noted that a small portion of the sky is 

included in the focus area, in order to cover various scenarios such as the uphill roads). As can 

be seen in Fig. 15 - 18, the aforementioned problem was overcome when the classification 

process was made exclusively on the focus areas, without taking into account the general 

background scene of the image. 

 

 

(a) Original input 

 

(b) Incorrect output 

 

(c) Focus area 

 

(d) Final output 

Figure 15: An initially wrong prediction, is corrected after the background subtraction procedure 

which is depicted in (c).In (b) we can see that the initial output classifies a street light as a linear crack, 

whereas (d) shows the expected output (white line blur). 
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(a) Original input 

 

(b) Incorrect output 

 

(c) Focus area 

 

(d) Final output 

Figure 16: An initially wrong prediction, is corrected after the background subtraction procedure 

which is depicted in (c).In (b) we can see that the initial output classifies a tree as a white line blur, 

whereas (d) shows the expected output (white line blur). 

 

 

(a) Original input 

 

(b) Incorrect output 

 

(c) Focus area 

 

(d) Final output 

Figure 17: An initially wrong prediction, is corrected after the background subtraction procedure 

which is depicted in (c).In (b) we can see that the initial output classifies the car’s dashboard as a linear 

crack and a road sign combined with the overall background as white line blur, whereas (d) shows the 

expected output (alligator crack and white line blur). 
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(a) Original input 

 

(b) Incorrect output 

 

(c) Focus area 

 

(d) Final output 

Figure 18: An initially wrong prediction, is corrected after the background subtraction procedure 

which is depicted in (c).In (b) we can see that the initial output classifies a truck as white line blur, 

whereas (d) shows the expected output (linear crack and white line blur). 

3.3.5 Assessing model’s detection capabilities 

Figures 19 - 22 depict indicative examples of outputs from the SSD MobileNet model. In 

all of these examples, a damage class has been detected and particularly Fig. 19 - 21 show 

crack related predictions, whereas Fig. Error! Reference source not found.22. illustrates 

cases where there is a white line blur. The present approach enhances previous methods of [55] 

and since the precision of the deep learning model applied is high, this work represents a viable 

solution to localize effectively road damages, in order to accelerate the maintenance process 

and reduce its cost and hence increase road safety. 

 

(a) Original video frame. 
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(b) Classification's output. 

 

Figure 19: Class D00 detected using the SSD MobileNet model. 

 

 

 

(a) Original video frame. 

 

(b) Classification's output. 

 

Figure 20: Class D01 detected using the SSD MobileNet model. 
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(a) Original video frame. 

 

(b) Classification's output. 

 

Figure 21: Class D20 detected using the SSD MobileNet model. 

 

(a) Original video frame. 

 

(b) Classification's output. 

 

Figure 22: Class D44 detected using the SSD MobileNet model. 
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4 Tunnel surface monitoring 

This section provides details on how we could monitor the wall surface of tunnels. The 

described techniques have been adopted from ROBO-SPECT project. The main advantages of 

such an approach are: a) high detection accuracy, b) easy to adapt on various wall surfaces, c) 

does not require specific (expensive) hardware. The main drawback is the high computational 

time, almost 20 seconds per RGB image. 

Practically speaking, driver will have to mount a high-speed camera on the right side of 

his/her vehicle and capture a video while driving through the tunnel. Then the video can be 

uploaded to middleware and be parsed from EYE-D module. Then, we will run an analysis 

every few frames. If we get a detection the annotated image will be provided to the experts. 

4.1 Proposed approach 

Crack detection given an RGB image is performed in a two-step process, according to a 

combinatory deep learning heuristic post-processing scheme: i) a CNN-based classifier 

annotates the image and ii) a post-processing heuristics-based mechanism is applied on the 

annotated image to eliminate noise. As a result, the mechanism pinpoints the (𝑥, 𝑦) coordinates 

of a crack position over the image (if any). The steps of the algorithm that detects and pinpoints 

the crack position are shown in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23. Proposed methodology flowchart 

Initially, an RGB image pair is captured. Grayscale and resize operators are applied to the 

image, prior to the assessment by the CNN detector. Both operators, as well as other techniques, 

were used in order to reduce detection times. Subsequently, the grayscale image is transformed 

to overlapping window patches of size 13 × 13 pixels. These patches serve as the CNN 

detector’s input. Given the patch, the CNN decides whether the pixel at the center corresponds 

to a cracked area or not. The CNN outputs are then reshaped in order to create a binary 

annotated image. 

CNNs were selected as the primary detector, since they outperformed traditional machine 

learning approaches in defect detection, including support vector machines and artificial neural 

networks, as shown in [57]. For the problem at hand, no max pooling layers were used [58] in 

order to further speed up detection times. Once the final annotation is derived, the post 

processing mechanism is activated. 

The post processing mechanism is particularly useful when unexpected occurrences appear 

(e.g. graffiti, bugs) on the tunnel surface. Given the scarcity of training data, it is very difficult 

for the CNN to train for all possible cases including outliers. Therefore, the CNN will probably 
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handle as cracked area anything that looks like a crack and was not modelled during training. 

Nevertheless, excluding such noise instances is possible by employing a post-processing step 

based on empirically derived application domain heuristics. Figure 24 demonstrates the 

outcomes of the proposed approach.  

 

    

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

 

(e) 

Figure 24. Examples of cracked areas’ annotation, from tunnels in Egnania.  
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5 UAV monitoring 

5.1 Data capturing sensors and methodology 

As already mentioned in section 2.4, the data capturing sensor is the optical sensor Sensefly 

S.O.D.A (see Table 2). The methodology for the UAV data collection consists of five steps: 1) 

Receive monitoring task from middleware → 2) Create flight plan/mission planning → 3) 

Carry out mission → 4) Transfer images and telemetry to GCS → 5) Send images from GCS 

to middleware. In the following a detailed description is provided: 

1. The monitoring task describes the location of the area to be monitored (in coordinates), the 

infrastructure asset that is supposed to be monitored (name or unique identifier) and the 

characteristics of the object (orientation: vertical/horizontal, lane direction: up/down, size: 

m2/m).  

2. There is a set of pre-defined monitoring tasks and hence a set of pre-defined and static flight 

paths. In the case where the task deviates from the pre-defined monitoring task, on the fly 

mission planning is carried out. More info on route/mission planning below.  

3. The mission is carried out by a pilot while taking into account situational factors (weather, 

safety and resource availability) 

4. The images are transferred to the GCS via wireless 4g connection mid-flight. The telemetry 

is manually transferred from the UAV to the GCS. 

5. The GCS posts the images and telemetry to the middleware in an object type called 

'ITC_UAVMissionBundle'. 

5.2 Test flights setup, execution, and outcomes 

Two use-cases were defined that served as a COVID-19 proof alternative to the PANOPTIS 

pilot-site studies. Τhe aim was to operationalize the monitoring based-modules and to integrate 

the different PANOPTIS hazard, risk and detection modules with the Hazard Risk Assessment 

Protocol (HRAP) and the Incident Management System (IMS). Specifically, these cases studies 

mimicked the workflow from data collection, to data posting and data analysis and information 

publication to the end-users.  

5.2.1 Local alternative pilot site: Twente airport 

Twente airport is located near the University of Twente (Figure 25) in Enschede. Several 

PANOPTIS case studies can be simulated here because of its attributes that resemble a road 

corridor. Specifically, the attributes include an artificial hill (“Spotters hill”), several 

secondary roads, road markings, grassy areas next to the secondary roads and fences.  

There are a couple of limitations and conditions to the site. Because the runway is an 

official emergency landing site, we were not allowed to place objects on the runway. We were 

limited to carry out experiments or to collect data from Monday to Wednesday. Moreover, we 

were required to schedule our experiments based on the availability of an official airport 

overseer, who accompanied us on the field.  Any identifying airport structures (buildings, 

parked planes or airport signs) could not be captured in the data. If they were captured, they 

had to be deleted from the dataset and they could not be shared. Finally, we were required to 

fly within the airport fences, at a maximum distance from the pilot of 500m and at a maximum 

flying height of 120m.  
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Figure 25. Location of Twente airport in perspective. 

5.2.2 Use-case 1: Routine and incident road infrastructure monitoring 

The first use case centered on routine infrastructure monitoring using UAV’s and Mobile 

mappers.  This case ensured that the different monitoring platforms, detection modules and 

relevant IMS systems are integrated.  

 

Field preparation - Cars and other “road foreign” objects such as boxes (in a variety of 

sizes) and debris (spare wheel) were placed on one of the secondary roads (see Figure 26). A 

flight plan was prepared that took into account the previously mentioned airport specific drone 

flight regulations.  

Data collection - The DeltaQuad (nadir) and the Phantom 4 (oblique) collected images from 

the air at different altitudes and distances to the secondary road.   

Data flow and processing – 1) The collected images were posted to the middleware 2) the 

EYE-D and EYE-D-Disaster (General classifier) modules were executed (refer to D5.3 and 

D5.4), 3) the retrieved debris and damage information (object detection, scene segmentation) 

were posted back to the middleware.  

Outcome – 1) the general classifier from the Eye-D module detected debris (boxes). 2) The 

images were successfully posted to the middleware. 3) The classifier reports will be retrieved 

by the relevant HRAP and IMS systems for dissemination and/or display. 

Lessons learned 

From this use-case, we conclude that UAV-based monitoring can be operationalized while 

balancing the most optimal configuration for flight mission planning and the accuracy of the 

developed object detectors. 
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Figure 26. Overview of field setup for road incident monitoring. 

5.2.3 Use-Case 2: Routine slope monitoring 

The second use case focused on routine vertical structure inspection using UAV’s. As a 

proxy for slopes in the PANOPTIS pilot sites, we used the spotters hill at Twente airport 
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(Figure 27). The spotters hill is a small artificial hill of 10m high, created to allow airplane 

enthusiasts spot airplanes. This use-case intended to show that the UAV platform and the 

erosion detection module could be operationalized.   

Field preparation – To enable precise 3D reconstruction and geo-referencing, we placed 

GCP’s on the spotters hill and measured them using the GNNS (Figure 28). 

Data collection – The DeltaQuad and the Phantom 4 took images from the air at different 

flying heights and distances to the spotters hill while considering the airport flight regulations. 

We ensured that there is sufficient overlap between the images to ensure detailed 3D 

reconstruction.   

Data flow and processing – 1) The collected images were used for local 3D reconstruction 

(point cloud generation). 2) The UAV imagery, the reconstructed 3D model and the UAV 

flights telemetry were posted to the middleware. 3) The imagery and/or the 3D model were 

retrieved from the middleware. 4) The relevant erosion detection was ran. Note: a second flight 

needs to be carried out to calculate temporal slope erosion information.  5) The erosion or 

slope instability output was posted to the middleware. 6) The relevant HRAP and IMS systems 

retrieved the output for dissemination and/or display.  

Outcome – 1) The erosion detection and or slope instability model produced relevant 3D 

information (Figure 29). 2) The images and 3D object were successfully posted to the 

middleware. 3) The relevant HRAP and IMS systems successfully retrieved the 3D model 

and/or the slope erosion/instability reports.  

Lessons learned – From this use-case, we learned that the images and 3D objects that are 

needed to execute the erosion detection modules could be obtained while considering location 

specific flight constraints.  

 

Figure 27. Spotters hill in respect to the airport fence. The UAV's have to remain inside the airport 

fence. The horizontal distance to the spotters-hill ranges between 30 and 80 m. 
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Figure 28. Placing of the GCP's on the spotters-hill. 

 

Figure 29. 3D object of spotters-hill generated by the erosion detection module. 

5.2.4 Category drone control station 

Route mission planning of a (pre-defined) monitoring task for the DeltaQuad is done in 

QGroundControl (Figure 30). Waypoints need to be placed on the map in sequence to direct 

the UAV’s flight path. UAV specific technical requirements such as waypoints flying height 

and distance between waypoints need to be taken into consideration. Moreover, location 

specific UAV flying regulations need to be considered. The finalized flight plan is loaded into 

the autopilot of the DeltaQuad.  
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Figure 30. User interface QGroundControl, used for flight mission planning. 

QGroundControl and its associated interface are used for route and mission planning on the 

GCS (Figure 30). A bash terminal interface is used on the GCS to communicate with the UAV 

or with the middleware. The GCS is a laptop that runs the user interfaces described above. The 

laptop has the following specifications: 64-bit, RAM 16GB, i7@2.8GHz. 

Operationalizing other monitoring-based modules at Twente airport could unfortunately not 

be carried out because the unavailability of ground-based monitoring (mobile mapper) and 

fixed-sensors. These monitoring-based modules also require extensive testing at the 

PANOPTIS pilot sites when circumstances allow for it. 

   

 

  

mailto:i7@2.8GHz
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6 Beyond RGB 

Mobile mapping is the process of collecting geospatial data from a mobile vehicle [59], 

typically fitted with a range of GNSS, photographic, radar, laser, LiDAR or any number of 

remote sensing systems. Such systems are composed of an integrated array of time 

synchronised navigation sensors and imaging sensors mounted on a mobile platform [60]. The 

primary output from such systems includes GIS data, digital maps, and georeferenced images 

and video. 

LIDAR is used complementary to the other employed vision-based systems. The main goal 

is to lift the safety barriers by evaluating surrounding to the road areas, e.g. slopes. The LIDAR 

mobile mapping service is performed under request for specific missions, such as digitalization 

of the road or of any road assets, study of traffic signaling, installation of new elements such 

as safety barriers. 

For mission planning and data acquisition the following steps should be done: 

1. From the operator’s perspective, the only planning needed is to make sure that there is no 

road cuts or blocking (by vehicles or order obstacles) in the road lanes during the 

acquisition mission. 

2. For the planning of the mission, the LIDAR mapping subcontractors only asks for the 

location of the mission and area to cover. 

3. For the data acquisition, the vehicle drives on the right road lane at a velocity of 

approximately 80 km/h. The vehicle drives several times the same path, in order to ensure 

that there is no gaps in the point cloud due to obstacles such as cars or trucks. –The whole 

acquisition process takes between one and two days. 

The point clouds generated by LIDAR mobile mapping are currently used for detailed 

digitalization of the road and/or its road assets. There is a possibility to add asset attributes in 

different layers if combined with GIS applications. The different layers can be road, signaling, 

structures, buildings etc. In this sense, the models could help operators to optimize the 

management of operations. Also, these point clouds are used as built projects of tunnels and 

bridges. The accuracy of the point clouds is 4 cm relative accuracy. 
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Figure 31: Point cloud of a highway generated with LIDAR mobile mapper. 

 

 

Figure 32: Generated point clouds of an area of interest in Spain. 

Based on the data we collected from the mobile sensor, and after a pre-processing procedure 

that was applied to them, point clouds of the area of interest were generated (see Figure 32). 

Given the corresponding area in previous time periods, we end up with a problem of matching 

points and calculating the difference in volumes. Indicative results are illustrated in Figure 33 

and Figure 34. Additional description and technical details are given in D5.6. 
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Figure 33: Erosion (loss of volume) in blue and accumulation (increase of volume) in red. 

(Timeframe from 2015 to 2019). 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 34: Changes along x,y,z direction respectively. In particular (a) changes ±0.85m along x 

direction, (b) changes ±0.48m along y direction, and (c) changes ±0.50m along z direction, during a 

timeframe from 2015 to 2019. 
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7 Conclusions 

Deliverable 5.5. provides a comprehensive sensor-based road corridor monitoring 

scheme. The described methodologies were developed in T5.3 and 5.4 for degradation 

monitoring and damage assessment.  The main contribution is on how these methodologies 

could be operationalized for the entire RI corridor.  

The adopted approaches can support an effective regular monitoring of all relevant RI 

elements (e.g. road surface, adjacent slopes, etc.), and in addition to the open sections also 

(semi-)enclosed sections such as tunnels. The developed modules allow for the routine 

detection, characterization and quantification of the flaws/degradation forms and damage 

types identified in task 5.1 and incorporate existing procedures from projects like 

ROBOSPECT (tunnel damage monitoring).  

Due to the Covid-19 restrictions data sources and conducted experiments did not occur 

on end users’ premises (Greece and Spain). Nevertheless, a significant amount of data from 

these areas were available. For the remaining modules, online available datasets were 

retrieved. UAV testing has been contacted in Netherlands. The executed use-cases have 

shown that UAV-based monitoring can be operationalized in the field, while balancing 

between location specific flight constraints and the accuracy and efficiency of EYE-D and 

EYE-D Disaster based modules. Depending on the situation the upcoming months, similar 

tests could be executed to operationalize the UAV-based modules in the PANOPTIS pilot 

sites in Greece and Spain.  
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